NISTH Seed Grant Call

INnovation and TRansformation for Outstanding ECRs (INTRO-ECR)

This grant empowers NTU ECRs (research assistants, research associates, and research fellows) to leverage intra-and inter-university networks to branch out their current research topics with the aim of developing ideas within and beyond their research training. Unlike other grants, this grant will aid to build bottom-up, cross-university, and multidisciplinary connections in the research area.

More details: HERE
NISTH Medical ThinkOut

Being Future Fit: Is Gene Editing the Answer?

In the age of technology, Biomedical technology has seen an exponential rate of growth in the past decades, extending life expectancies, combating illnesses, and generally improving the quality of our lives. In this webinar, we have invited distinguished professors Julian Savulescu and Peter Dröge to speak on the ethics of gene editing towards the purpose of human augmentation.

More details HERE

OTHER EVENTS AND OPPORTUNITIES OF INTEREST

NTU Best Foot Forward

3 Feb - 31 Mar 2023

Run, walk, and fundraise for Best Foot Forward virtual race. This year, the University aims to clock 40,000km in distance. On the 3 February evening, we partner with NTU Runners’ Club to organise an in-person flag-off event, X Campus Run 2023. Register individually or as a team now

Learn More →
Mind Matters 2023: You

6 - 10 Feb 2023

Jointly organised by Welfare Services Club and Graduate Students’ Association, “Mind Matters” is an annual week-long mental health festival that advocates the importance of mental wellbeing among the NTU community.

The theme of Mind Matters 2023 is “You”, with a focus on exploring self, dealing with the past, and focusing on the present. Through specially curated booths, exhibitions and customised workshops, you can pick up self-care tips and also get a chance to have a greater insight into yourself.

Digital Media Collections & NFT Artwork Challenges

An initiative of NTU Innovation and Entrepreneurship, these challenges are open to our NTU community from all disciplines. Participants are invited to express their inner thoughts on trending topics through one of the following formats: visual, motion, literary or audio. Besides cash prizes, shortlisted creations will also be showcased at the launch event and featured on NTU’s I&E online platforms. So, get those creative juices flowing, participate in one (or both!) challenges and claim your name to fame by having your entries shared with the rest!
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